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preface

INTEGRAL TO PETERSBURG’S HERITAGE IDENTITY
Originally at the center of a bustling commercial area,

The small museum is an interesting model to me in

adjacent to the railway and Appomattox River, the

no small part because of my own experiences. For

Old City Market is now an outlier in a section of the

a number of years I worked as Curator of Education

city reserved for historic tourism and cultural heritage.

of the Demuth Museum, in Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

Petersburg currently has a number of museums dedicated

which is dedicated to perpetuating the legacy of one

to its civil war past, and an arts league which celebrates

artist: Charles Demuth. The programs achieved this

local artisans, but is currently without a gallery space

but also featured the works of his contemporaries,

to promote the historic contributions of its citizens, and

as well as other local artists influenced by him. The

establish expressive identity. This may be because

benefits in these actions are obvious; by setting up a

while Petersburg has a long industrial history, as

lineage among local artists, the museum endeavored

manufacturing gradually departed from the area, so did

to ensure support from its philosophical ‘grandchildren.’

the philanthropic capital that would have supported such

The downside, however, is that the support of the

a venture. Petersburg also has a large African American

museum fell on the chosen few because, apart from

population, ‘Swiss cheesed’ by the suburban migration

its exhibitions, in order to protect its greatest asset,

of the 1970s. The development of more cultural venues,

the home, already located off a hidden alleyway,

like museums, can serve to support the strengthening of

was locked-down like a fortress at night. Through its

Petersburg’s cultural identity. The development of a folk

seclusion and narrow focus, the museum was isolated

art and craft museum/gallery hybrid not only addresses

in a way that the Old City Market does not need to

identity, but shows the economic benefits of supporting

be, and cannot afford to be.

a community of makers.

The Old City Market is located in an open square

as an installation, and my particular challenge is to

how the interiors of Scarpa continue to impact design

which is clearly accessible, but not verdant. Through

manipulate his strategies with light and display in a

today, I found similar relationships in how the display

this project, I would like to tie the interior of the market

modular way that applies to not only the long, but also

strategies of Universal Design Studio. Their Poltrona

with the surrounding square so that the museum feels

the short-term exhibitions. Castelvecchio also pushes

Frau showroom emphasizes the separation of the

active from the exterior of the building, even when

the boundaries of the castle walls to play with the

historic shell and the modern and seamless language

its interior is closed to the public. I am acting on the

boundaries of interior and exterior, and promotes the

of the display as it becomes a part of the stair itself.

principles of 3rd Space theory, which calls for a space

delineation of old versus new. In the search for how

that is: a ‘leveler’, accessible, unpretentious, and

his principles are applied in a modular way, I also

‘homey’ (Oldenburg 1997). The original market interior

looked at the Olivetti Showroom project, where items

will now house a museum space that has both long

are displayed with a similar philosophy, but interpreted

and short term exhibitions, staff and collections spaces,

with a gallery philosophy, bringing the objects to the

education and orientation spaces, and 3rd space that

human scale in order to promote the idea that the

reinforces accessibility. The original hucksters shed to

visitor can own a particular object. When studying

the north of the market has been demolished, but will

at Scarpa’s works, I am also looking for influences

be replaced with a new shed that will provide a space

he took from the works of Otto Wagner, Charles

where works by local artists and craftspeople can be

Rennie Mackintosh, and Adolf Loos, particularly in

sold. The idea that the museum is a place of collection

the holistic design approaches of the Arts and Crafts,

and of works for sale is a dichotomy that appears as a

coupled with early modernist philosophy as it relates

recurring theme throughout the project.

to vernacular architecture. Though their work does not

The case studies included in this book represent both
these dichotomies and opportunities in the marriage of
program and site. I assessed these projects against the
following criteria: the interaction of new technologies
and handcraft, continued relationships between interior
and exterior, use of light to define intimate and public,
and the articulation of old and new. Carlo Scarpa’s
interventions in designing the Castelvecchio Museum
embody all of these considerations, and provide the
greatest inspiration for this project. Scarpa created
Castelvecchio to engage the permanent collections

The case studies are similar in their contradictions:
a place that generates both the inspiration and
the outcome, historic shell with modern interior, the
permanent collections and exhibits versus the transient
artists, the need for light + views and the need to
preserve the artwork, and the pierced lantern versus
the solid base. Collectively, this research serves to
illuminate the strategies through which I can design a
space of permanence and transience that is sensitive
to the artwork and illuminates the Old City Market in
unforeseen ways.

appear in these case studies, I also sought inspiration
in the works of Gerrit Rietveld and Pierre Chareau as
it relates to the work of Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier,
Juan O’Gorman and ultimately Marcel Breuer, whose
Whitney Museum project provided much inspiration
in terms of process. I have also evaluated the more
recent projects of Williams & Tsien and Renzo Piano
for their philosophies about the new development of
museums, but feel that perhaps the more applicable
case study was of Louis Kahn’s design for the Kimball
Art Museum for its tempering of the hot Texas sun and
the interconnectedness of the gallery vaults. In studying
PREFACE
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East elevation

introduction

“AN ORNAMENT TO THAT PORTION OF THE CITY”
The Old City Market in Petersburg, Virginia, is at the

Romantic in ideology, the land on which the building

historical nexus of the city. Community events and

stands was given to the City of Petersburg in 1806

festivals routinely take place in its cobblestone surround,

to house, in perpetuity, a market for its residents. This

inviting visitors and residents alike to peek inside

structure is actually the fourth of a series constructed

its barred windows, searching for a well-appointed

on this site for the purpose of a farmer’s market and

interior, congruous with the wealth of architectural

was intended to “be a very handsome and imposing

detail found on the exterior. The market’s unusual

structure, as well as an ornament to that portion of

octagonal shape allows it to be receptive from all

the city” (HABS 1968). While the building ceased

directions, and yet, the market is empty. It houses a

to function as a farmers’ market in the early 1960’s,

motley crew of interior walls installed in the 1970s,

it remains an enduring temple to the potential of

during the building’s era as a nightclub and bar, but

independent prosperity attainable by its city caretakers.

has otherwise been stripped of its original furnishings

No longer beholden to meats and vegetables, there

and finishes. A dense mezzanine unfairly divides its

now exists an opportunity for the market to continue

volume at the perimeter, but allows for a monumental

to be a gathering place for the community. It asks to

reveal of the market’s upper lantern. Supported by

become a new model of culture, helping instead to

an elegant and forthright system of truss work, the

define Petersburg’s artistic legacy through collecting.

lantern sits on a series of columns which reinforces the

It will create a new place where artists are the new

geometry of the space centrally.

hucksters and craft replaces produce.

The Old City Market in
downtown Petersburg,
Virginia, south facade

OPENINGS
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hybrid

ABSTRACT: REINTERPRETING THE MUSEUM MODEL
By integrating the gallery model within the museum

serve the community as a place where artists can sell

model, a new hybrid model is allowed to take form

their work, supporting the act of making. By supporting

which works to establish the legacy of heritage of a

the co-existence of these spaces as a hybrid, the arts

place and provides the muse for artists working today.

become a micro-economy where artists seek both

Through the application of 3rd Space theory to this new

inspiration and sustenance.

hybrid model, the place in question can become integral
to the activities of the people of the community and its
visitors, providing sustainable support and community
involvement to the non-profit model.

Museums are increasingly threatened by greater
economic variables. They are considered to be nonessential by many and financial support is relegated to
uncertain philanthropic giving. By positioning museums

The Old City Market is an icon to historic Petersburg.

as gathering places for the community’s daily rituals,

As a museum, the building will serve the community as

people are more likely to see them as an important

a place where the heritage of art and craft within the

institution to maintain, and worthy of their financial

community is redefined. As a gallery, the building will

support. The museum will become a 3rd Space, which,
as defined by author Ray Oldenburg, is a place outside

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

of home or work where community members go to

Exhibition as education

interact. A successful 3rd Space is an accessible one,

Attendance vs. retention

in terms of cultural un-bias, physical accommodation,
openness and recognition (Oldenburg 1997). By

Exhibition as interior and exterior

making the Old City Market such a place, its likelihood

Importance of endurance and flexibility

of survival increases infintely. The success of this strategy

Designing for both the consumer and the collections

is dependent on the interior environment’s engagement
with the exterior environment.

Preliminary watercolor
studies discussing exhibition
as being both an interior
and exterior experience

PREFACE
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context

LOCATION

MARKET SQUARE
Bound by Old West, River, Rock and Cockade Sts., the Old
Farmers’ Market rests on a rectangular pad of concrete at the
center of Market Square. Cobblestone streets surround it and
afford one of the last remaining historic views of the oldest
section of Petersburg. The location has been used for film and
television productions related to Petersburg’s Civil War histories
because of this quality. The square is also central to a number of
historic and cultural destinations, pictured here.

PETERSBURG AREA
ART LEAGUE
EXHIBITION AND EDUCATION
SPACE FOR THE ARTS

SOUTH SIDE
DEPOT
HISTORIC CONFEDERATE
RAIL STATION

richmond

appomattox river

MCILWAINE HOUSE
UNION STATION
HISTORIC RAIL STATION
OF NORFOLK WESTERN

RESTORED RESIDENCE

FARMERS’ BANK
BANK MUSEUM

360º composite
view surrounding the
Old Farmers’ Market
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HISTORY

THE BUILDING & ITS FUNCTIONS
regional contest, the project was awarded to architect
Maj. B. J. Black for his scheme which excelled in
beauty of design, comfort and convenience, and full
use of the market square. The plan called for proposed
market uses for all buildings surrounding the square,
described on the following pages (HABS 1968).
ca. 1894

1787

Year of construction of the first
farmers’ market to appear on this site

The present building is the fourth market building to
be built on this site. The land on which the building
sits was given to the City of Petersburg in 1806 by
Robert Bolling, a wealthy city merchant. After holding a

While the exterior of the building remains very true
to its original character, allowing, without much
imagination, insight into the vibrance of the original
market in action, the interior is more vague. The
article, “The New Market House,” suggests a design
for equality amongst the vendors with elaborate
detailing both interior and exterior (1878).

1878-9

1952-53

1972

FARMERS MARKET

REMODELLING + ADDITION

NIGHT CLUB

The new Farmers’ Market building is

The interior of the market is remodeled,

After shutting down as a market in 1962,

constructed. The octagonal brick building

removing the central refrigerator, adding

the market resumes activity as a night club

will house the meat vendors, while

a storage/restroom space on the exterior

a decade later. Interior walls, restrooms,

produce vendors congregate outside

of the north wall. In subsequent years, the

a bar and DJ booth are added. The night

under the shed roof. A rectangular structure

Hucksters’ shed is torn down.

club closes a few short years later, leaving

extends to the north for Hucksters.

the building vacant again through today.

CONTEXT
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View of the original
Hucksters’ Shed and Farmers’
stands, now demolished.

ca. 1968

equality

HISTORIC PLAN
The interior of the main brick structure is designed to

erection of four additional stalls, but the committee

suit the needs of meat vendors, in particular, however

are undecided as yet whether they will build the

the building known as the ‘market’ today would have

extra stalls or utilize the space for other purposes.

been a part of a series of buildings designed for
particular functions and products.

In the rear of the octagon building there is a shed
seventy-six feet long, extending to the curb line

Published in the Petersburg Index-Appeal, the intention

on the north of the square, and 46 feet wide –

of the 1878-9 market building had a clear agenda in

supported on six inch iron columns, and designed

promoting equality and continuity amongst vendors:

for the accommodation of the hucksters and fish

“The interior of the meat market will contain
sixteen butcher stalls, placed in eight angles
of the octagon, two stalls in each angle, with
segmented fronts, each stall having a frontage of
about fourteen feet... There is ample room for the

dealers. The portion next to the meat market
will have twenty-four tables, six feet six inches by
three feet six inches, and the portion facing the
south side depot will have fourteen fish benches
three feet six inches by six feet six inches” (“New
Market House” 1878)

A projection of the
additional proposed
offices surrounding

A projection of what the
original plan of the market
may have looked like
CONTEXT
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EXISTING

CURRENT CONDITION
The interior of the building boasts few non-structural

surrounds the exterior with a minimally-functional

original features. White subway tile, which may date

wooden platform at the ground level to create a

from the 1952-3 remodel, lines the exterior walls, with

separation and void for mechanical resources.

either plaster or exposed brick above. Wood-frame
partition walls were added during the market’s time
as a night club to narrow and focus the entry points,
create a DJ booth, expand restroom resources, and
enclose stairwells. A steel-platform mezzanie nearly

The most engaging architectural features of the interior
space are in the series of arched windows, exposed
concrete floors, and the large and imposing mass of
the lantern.

Current Plans: overlap of first-floor
and mezzanine levels

Compilation image of the
interior of the building, taken
from the center point, first-floor.
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open

PERCEIVED VS. ACTUAL
The exterior of the building is pierced for what is

actually enters the building is accordingly skewed.

perceivably three openings on each side at the ground

While the openings appear to be large and accessible

level. Large, Romanesque-style wooden panels fill

from the exterior, the proportionate amount of light

each void, creating symmetry and balance. Within

entering the space is very small, further reduced by the

each of these panels, their is either a double round-

scale of the shed roof at the ground level.

arched window, or a double-doorway, occurring only
at four points of entry on the north, south, east and
west walls. The balance of the amount of light which

A reduced amount of sunlight, particularly in a building
designed to be shielded by surrounding structures and
intended to house meat vendors, who may have not
wanted their stash to go bad, provides opportunities
to the space as a museum. While less sunlight would
have originally assisted in keeping the meat cool, it will
also assist in the preservation of artworks.

INTERIOR VS. EXTERIOR
The smaller interior window (left) and
the perceived exterior opening (right)

Top: The actual openings
existing within the interior
of the space.
Middle: The perceived
openings from the
exterior: consistent at
various levels in size and
repetitious fenestration.

Bottom: Quality of light
received by the interior
of the building.
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Until the 1970s, the lantern
was viewed through a
passage in a plaster
ceiling, which covered
the adjacent roof trusses.

LANTERN
The lantern is perceived as a strong architectural
mass because of uniformity in material of the
physical lantern and the trusses. In height, the lantern
and roof represent nearly half of the height of the
structure. This creates an equal value between the
lantern and the brick mass.
CONTEXT
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evaluation

INVESTIGATION

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST
How can the implementation of the ideas of 3rd
placemaking help us design cultural venues to be
an integral part of the community and supported
in the long-term?
What is the benefit of letting recent studies
about variations in museum design inform
other cultural spaces?
How do we create a sustainable economy based
in design and artmaking? Or, how can the art and
design fields support larger economic engines?

Preliminary watercolor
studies questioning the
massing and permeation of
the market

EVALUATION
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+
manifesto

COLLECTIVE INTEREST

RESPONSIBILITY

As the role of counterculture replaces national

The rise of counterculture is supported by a

interest in our transition to global scale, the

technology that is disconnected from human

individual has more power over the formation

kinesthetics, supporting a reactionary interest

of the collective.

in traditional (or historic) methods and quality
of craft.

=
SUSTAINABLE INTERACTION
The marriage of traditional methods and responsible
new technologies supports sustainable human
interaction with the built environment.

EVALUATION
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Preliminary watercolor
study describing actions
on the building that have
little reverence for the
existing and have great
independent force.

Preliminary watercolor
study describing actions
on the building that have
reverence and separation
from the existing.

EVALUATION
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hierarchies

FINDING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE GRID
The market building displays a very regular geometry.

engaged in a secondary interior free-standing structure.

Though this idea supported the original intention of

The studies in this section describe three strategies

the building as a market where all stalls were of equal

for establishing a focal point for movement upward.

value, as a museum the building will now need a

The geometry described is derived from the inital

defined entry, exit, and movement upward into the

relationships found in the applied grid shown above.

lantern, without centrality.

Explorations of the movement of focal points away from

By taking this focal point out of the center of the
building, the lantern can be an independent gathering
space, and the galleries around the perimeter can be

the center of the building are shown at right.

EVALUATION
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Focal points at a variety
of positions with radiating
concentrations of light,
density, and occupancy.
EVALUATION
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The black paper suggests
a structure that acts like
an envelope within the
outer shell of the building,
defining space and
privacy, mitigating light,
and creating a visual
transition upward
into the lantern.

The interplay between the
lantern, roof and brick wall
base that engages the ground.

The transition of the
lantern from interior
to exterior.

EVALUATION
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contradictions

FOUND IN THE PROGRAM + SITE
A place that both collects and benefits
from the sale of artwork
A place that generates both the
inspiration and the outcome
The quiet activity of the staff versus the
busy activity of the visitor
Old construction of shell versus the new
construction of interior

Handcraft versus the mechanically made
The pierced lantern versus the
very solid base
The central organization of the octagon
versus de-centralized destination
The orthagonal grid versus the
geometry of the octagon
The circle versus the square versus

The butcher versus the huckster

the octagon

The central organization of the brick

Transient versus permanent

building versus the linear progression
of the shed
The permanent collections and exhibits
versus the transient artists
The need for light versus the need to
preserve the artwork

A place that provides community access
versus a place that guards its collections

Opportunities in overlapping or softening - the relationships
between the old, new and
interloper, using the geometry
of the concept models at left.

EVALUATION
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case studies

parameters

INTERESTS EXPRESSED IN CASE STUDIES

TECTONICS

KINESTHETICS

Displays a marriage in tectonics of

Maintains a relationship between

traditional methods and new technologies

shape, texture and touch

which exploits the positive products of each

3rd space

LIGHT

ARTICULATION

Designs intentional patterns of movement

Creates a sequence of light that

Mimics the relationship of the oyster to its shell

that relate the interior to the exterior that

defines intimate and public

denotes community gathering space

CASE STUDIES
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bridge

CASE STUDY: MUSEO DI CASTELVECCHIO
adjacent river (Castelvecchio Museum, 2013). Scarpa

CARLO SCARPA

appears to mimic this relationship by creating an

Architect

experience based on a series of platforms, or bridges,

VERONA

which guides the visitor in a unidirectional path through

Location

the museum that delicately interacts with the shell of the
castle. The path is anything but static, however, and

1958-64

encourages experiencing the artwork from a progression

Years of Construction

of viewpoints with dramatic light and shadow.

MUSEUM

The most dramatic experience is focused on the

Project Type

Cangrande sculpture (pictured left), which is protected
from the elements, but sequentially revealed to the
visitor as they travel up and through the bell tower
to the second exhibition level. While Scarpa’s
Within the historic shell of a Veronese-era castle, built
between 1354 and 1356 by the della Scala family,
the Museo di Castelvecchio houses a permanent
collection of late medieval and Romanesque artwork
and artifacts. Fortitude of the castle is based on its
relationship to a secure drawbridge that crosses the

interventions seem entirely modular - moveable,
adjustable and mechanical - for this program, it’s a
ruse, possibly intended to reinforce the temporary
existence of the museum relative to the monumental
castle it inhabits.

The Cangrande statue
sourced from the della
Scala family tomb. Scarpa
generated 636 drawings in
designing its placement.

3RD SPACE
The courtyard space (left) is a rare example of
contemporary gardens in Verona. The strong hedge leads
visitors from the drawbridge to a footpath deliniated
by running water, a recurring theme in Scarpa’s work.
The courtyard plan, which shows the progression from
exterior to interior, is shown top-let. The former loggia-style
gathering spaces are infilled with modern structures for
light mediation and transition in movement from exterior to
interior (above)

LIGHT
Dramatic light and shadow reinforce
the piety of the religious figures
exhibited through their height and
orientation. The infill of an historic
arcade allows for the selection of
larger/smaller openings that define
pathways versus display.

ARTICULATION
Pathways and display flow
into one another as a series
of platforms and bridges that
sit proud of the shell of the
building. This idea is reinforced
with modern complementary
materials, and emphasis of joints,
compositionally inspired by
Mondrian’s work.

CASE STUDIES
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KINESTHETICS
The visitor’s pathway, though traversing a series
of bridges and suspended walkways in order to
fully experience the artwork, is made secure by the
reinforcement of handrails in wood mimicking the
structural members of the building.

UNIDIRECTIONAL

3RD SPACE
The path of the visitor is
unidirectional, and restricted to a
very distinct route. The allocation
and sequence of space supports that
distinct experience.

SECOND LEVEL

COLLECT + PRESERVE
MARKET + SELL
EXHIBIT
EDUCATE + INTERPRET (N/A)
THIRD PLACE
SERVANT

FIRST LEVEL
VISITOR PATH

CASE STUDIES
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BIG IDEA

CASE STUDY: WHITNEY MUSEUM

MARCEL BREUER

A study of the Whitney Museum in relationship to

a regularly-changing program of exhibits by newly-

this project becomes about the big idea, and how it

discovered American artists, it was imperative that

Architect

influences hierarchy and experience. Marcel Breuer is

the interior gallery spaces be modular and flexible.

NEW YORK CITY

said to have been strongly influenced by his friendship

Moveable panel walls and lighting engage in concrete

Location

with Constantin Brancusi in the design of the Whitney,

ceiling grids with a hanging panel track system. This

specifically the upending of the traditional relationship

flexibility promotes a variety of collecting activities and

of the distinct ‘sculpture’ from the ‘base’ on which it

exhibition styles.

1963-6
Years of Construction

MUSEUM
Project Type

sits. Breuer has, of course, sourced the ancient ziggurat
formations of Babylonia in his design, upending the
form so that the spiritual ascent now decends into the
sculpture gardens off of 5th Avenue.
Though monumental, brutalist, and thoroughly modern
in keeping with Breuer’s style, the Whitney is not
without humor: it’s windows are ‘upside down’, and
a large barrier wall blocks contact between it, the
neighbors, and the sunlight they would otherwise
receive. Because the museum was intended to house

The ‘upside-down
windows’ strategically
pierce the monolithic
limestone facade to
pull in daylight.

TECTONICS
Breuer’s modular gallery shell is
made permanent through selective
concrete walls in the reception
hall. The Whitney boasts materials
(concrete, wood, leather, glass)
that have been in use since at least
Roman times, but applied with
Modern principles. Brancusi applies
a similar strategy above.

3RD SPACE
The path of the visitor is open for
interpretation: they may choose to
move upward into the base of the
ziggurat through the open-plan
exhibition spaces, or decend into a
sculpture garden that also acts as a
gathering space.

COLLECT + PRESERVE
MARKET + SELL
EXHIBIT
EDUCATE + INTERPRET
THIRD PLACE
SERVANT

CASE STUDIES
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control
LOUIS KAHN
Architect

FORT WORTH, TX
Location

58,000
Square Footage

1967-72
Years of Construction

MUSEUM
Project Type

CASE STUDY: KIMBELL MUSEUM
The Kimbell Art Museum, located in Fort Worth,

Kahn said of this project, “We knew that the museum

Texas, is a master expression of Louis Kahn’s ability to

would always be full of surprises. The blues would be

understand, control and manipulate natural daylight.

one thing one day; the blues would be another thing

The Kimbell is composed of a series of sixteen cycloid

another day, depending on the character of the light.

vaults, supported only at their four corners, meeting

Nothing static, nothing static as an electric bulb, which

in a transparent extruded keystone that allows for

can only give you one iota of the character of light.

natural light to be reflected or transmitted depending

So the museum has as many moods as there are

on intended effect. Narrow pierced slits reinforce

moments in time, and never as long as the

the light connection of the vaults to the end and side

museum remains as a building will there

walls, further reinforced by changes in materiality and

be a single day like the other” (Kahn 1975).

transparency. Where a first judgment would suggest
that entirely sheilding the artwork from natural light
would best contribute to its preservation, Kahn has
redirected the light onto the polished concrete ceiling,
creating a silvery glow with little direct exposure. This
allows the space to interact with the artwork in an
environment that reflects the passage of time, weather
and seasons.

The smooth formwork of
the cast concrete cycloids
allows for a silvery
luminescent quality on
the ceiling which changes
with the
weather conditions

A schematic section of one
of the cycloids, showing
daylight for artwork vs.
daylight for visitor passage

PERFORATED ALUMINUM REFLECTOR

LIGHT
Kahn uses two variations in the
perforated ceiling reflectors to create
a more solid surface where light is
bounced back onto the ceiling only,
as well as a more open surface
where visitors below can see
shadows of clouds passing by

POST-TENSIONED
CONCRETE SHELL

SUPPORT LIGHTING

CASE STUDIES
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AUDITORIUM, GALLERIES, PORTICO AND
COURT

LOBBY, LIBRARY,
PORTICO

GALLERIES, COURTS, PORTICO

SHIPPING /RECEIVING
+
SHOPS

ENTRANCE
+
MECHANICAL

OFFICES
+
LABORATORIES

DEDICATED SQ. FT.
The architect also systematically
cut courtyards into the cycloids
at locations related to distinct
characteristics of light.

COLLECT + PRESERVE
MARKET + SELL
EXHIBIT
EDUCATE + INTERPRET (N/A)
THIRD PLACE
SERVANT
CASE STUDIES
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AUDITORIUM, GALLERIES, PORTICO AND
COURT

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL

LOBBY, LIBRARY,
PORTICO

GALLERIES, COURTS, PORTICO

SHIPPING /RECEIVING
+
SHOPS

ENTRANCE
+
MECHANICAL

OFFICES
+
LABORATORIES

MOVEMENT

VISITORS
STAFF

CASE STUDIES
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AUDITORIUM, GALLERIES, PORTICO AND
COURT

LOBBY, LIBRARY,
PORTICO

GALLERIES, COURTS, PORTICO

SHIPPING /RECEIVING
+
SHOPS

ENTRANCE
+
MECHANICAL

OFFICES
+
LABORATORIES

RELATIONSHIPS

LIGHT FOR ART
LIGHT FOR PEOPLE
OUTDOOR SPACES: SOURCES OF LIGHT
SHELL + SERVANT
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display
CARLO SCARPA
Architect

NEGOZIO OLIVETTI
Adriano Olivetti commissioned Scarpa to design a

forward in action! Repeating motifs related to the

display space for the Olivetti line of typewriters in the

mechanics of the typewriter and the branding of the

early 1950’s that reflected the commitment to quality

company appear at moments when movement pauses.

VENICE

and design of the company and its products. Scarpa’s

A sculptural element of water runs in, out, and through

Location

intent was to create a space that acted as a “business

the mass of the building, landing and exiting in the

card” - a showroom and exhibition space. The

direction of the Grand Canal.

1957-58
Years of Construction

SHOWROOM
Project Type

showroom occupies a narrow, but tall, space on
St. Mark’s Square, and Scarpa used its height
attributes to create a mezzanine reminiscent of an
architectural promenade.
The space is rich with elegant modern detailing that
makes the space more evocative of a gallery than
typewriter showroom. The products are displayed
at a height reminiscent of a typewriter table, but on
wooden platforms supported by cone-shaped wooden
legs which mount into brass rails integrated into the
panelling of the walls and surround of the windows.
This makes the display surfaces appear to lurch

Scarpa establishes a
series of sliding, rotating
and revealing forms in the
wall adjacent to the alley,
suggesting fortification
and preciousness.

LIGHT
Scarpa controlled the light within
the Olivetti Showroom through the
addition of windows to the exterior,
wooden grids on the second floor
to control the intake of light, artificial
lighting, as well as through his
choice of materials for the interior.

TECTONICS
The typewriter display marries warm
and rich traditional materials (wood,
brass, tile mosaic) in a modular rail
system with a Modern aestheticism.

KINESTHETICS
The display is at a height that mimics
a typewriter table, allowing visitors to
interact with the products within the
realm of their previous understanding
of its functions.
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3RD SPACE
Visitors arrive on the second floor
at the meeting spot of the offices
(in front) and the entrace to the
architectural promenade (to the side)
where a large number of products
are displayed. The promenade
circles the front portion of the
building and allows for views of
St. Mark’s Square.

ARTICULATION
Featured prominently in the space
is Scarpa’s strong marble staircase
toward the back of the showroom.
Individual stone slabs are supported
by brass rods and form the stair
leading up to the second level and
balconies. The stairs appear to
float weightlessly, and allow views
through the room.
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control

POLTRONA FRAU SHOWROOM

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
STUDIO

Universal Design Studio commented of their goals for

its connections relative to the exposed historic joinery.

this project: “to realize a pure and calming display

The stair is also made into a series of exhibition

Design Firm

environment for the furniture while retaining the rough

platforms, which are open to both floors, and provide

fabric of the existing industrial shell. In order to make

respites along the strong directional axis of the stair.

the basement a usable space, it was essential to create

The staircase is an interesting model because of its

a strong spatial connection between the two floors”

massing, mixed materials, sculptural qualities, and

(Universal Design Studio 2013).

distinction from the historic fabric. The materials chosen

LONDON
Location

7,000
Square Footage

Showing exemplary craft works in furniture and lighting,
the Poltrona Frau Group’s showroom “provides an

2009
Year of Construction

SHOWROOM
Project Type

architectural backdrop on which to display furniture
and lighting.” Central to the showroom space is a
monumental stair which acts as a functional and
aesthetic connection between the two levels of the
formerly-industrial building. The stair is made stark in
contrast from the historic shell by the dark tone of the
materials (against the white shell), and the fluidity of

are from a palette already existing in the building, but
are made distinct through their detailing.

By minimizing the
appearance of detail
on the steel panels, the
planes of the landing, rail
and banister

TECTONICS
Steel 2 ways: near-invisible detailing
contrasts sharply with existing steelframe building. Steel surround in
matte black finish creates illusion of
sculpture or void

KINESTHETICS
Display at multiple levels allows
for multiple vantage points and
experiences. Stair steps are solid oak
timbers that rest on the steel structure
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MASS OF STAIR TREAD
MASS OF DISPLAY + SCULPTURE

PATTERN OF MOVEMENT +
ENGAGEMENT
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program

TO COLLECT + PRESERVE

TO EDUCATE + INTERPRET

TO EXHIBIT

TO MARKET + SELL

TO BE A THIRD PLACE

program

MUSEUM AND GALLERY FUNCTIONS
The market will house two competing programs: a

is the primary function of the gallery. By necessity,

museum program celebrating the collection of artistic

the overlap of these two functions will need to be

works, and the gallery program, marketing artistic

exploited, and the collections of the museum designed

works for sale to the community. This poses a conflict

to minimize the conflict.

of interest: the museum cannot dictate value, while that

TO EXHIBIT:

TO EDUCATE AND INTERPRET:

tO BE A THIRD PLACE:

Exhibition Space (Long-Term)

Meeting Space

Neutral Space With Accessiblity

Exhibition Space (Shorter-Term)

Visitor Orientation Space

Exterior Gathering Space

Preparation Space

Library Space

Restrooms

TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE:

TO mARKET AND SELL:

Vault Space

Art Market Space (Interior)

Staff Work Spaces

Art Market Space (Exterior)

Storage
Mechanical
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IDENTITY

CULTURE OF THE COLLECTIVE + 3RD PLACE
In order for this revisioning of the market to be

the principles of 3rd Place to the project. A 3rd Place

a sustainable model within the community, it is

is any of a great variety of places that commonly

imperative that the community views it as a compelling,

function as a host for “regular, voluntary, informal,

educational, and inspirational space that is also

and happily anticipated gatherings of individuals.”

a gathering place which becomes integral to their

(Oldenburg 1997). These exist outside of home and

daily rituals. In this way, the existance of the market

work (1st + 2nd places), and will have a number of

becomes vital and the community will become more

things in common in order to be successful,

active, supporting membership, events, visitorship and

described at right.

leadership. This need can be addressed by applying

A THIRD PLACE NEEDS
TO BE A “LEVELER”
A neutral place where people from various backgrounds (and
accessibility needs) can establish relationships based on their time spent
in that particular space.

TO BE ACCESSIBLE
Offering a variety of amenities and extended hours available to
‘regulars’ without having to plan the occasion and acceptance of
newcomers.

TO BE UNPRETENTIOUS
A plain appearance and nebulous purpose allows returning participants
to feel comfortable without definition of social status.

TO BE ‘HOMEY’
By emphasizing familiarity and regularity between the environment and
the user, the user can be a participant and establish feelings of warmth
and belonging.
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MEZZANINE: 2190 SQ. FT.

Available square footage:
GROUND LEVEL: 5170 SQ. FT.

Proportion

DEMOLISHED: 1270 SQ. FT.

MUSEUM & GALLERY FUNCTIONS
Proportions of 15000 (in sq. ft.)

Using comparative proportions identified by analyzing

GALLERY: 5000

several museum space plans (Mooney 2011),

BAR: 3000
CAFÉ: 2000
STORE: 1000
EVENT SPACE: 1000
OFFICES: 1000
RESTROOMS: 1000
STORAGE: 1000

the proportions listed below were generated for a
15,000 sq. ft. building. These proportions have been
translated to percentages and correlated to the market
project program (shown right). These percentages
were then evaluated against the current available
square footage of the market building (following
pages).

18% TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE:
VAULT SPACE
STAFF WORK SPACES
STORAGE
MECHANICAL

21% TO market AND SELL:
ART MARKET SPACE (INTERIOR)
ART MARKET SPACE (EXTERIOR)

14% tO BE A THIRD PLACE:

NEUTRAL SPACE WITH ACCESSIBILITY
EXTERIOR GATHERING SPACE
RESTROOMS

14% TO EDUCATE AND INTERPRET:
MEETING SPACE
VISITOR ORIENTATION SPACE
LIBRARY SPACE

33% TO EXHIBIT:

EXHIBITION SPACE (LONG-TERM)
EXHIBITION SPACE (SHORTER-TERM)
PREPARATION SPACE
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Equal to one roomy
parking space: 10’ x 20’

33%

14%

to exhibit

TO EDUCATE

EXHIBITION SPACE (LONG-TERM)

MEETING SPACE

public display of artworks from the

semi-private location for meetings amongst

permanent collections that are continually

staff and the community as well as small-

on view

group education programs

EXHIBITION SPACE (SHORTER-TERM)

VISITOR ORIENTATION SPACE

display of artworks that are on loan, gen-

may include a reception desk and an

erally as a contribution to a

orientation exhibit, along with outreach

short-term exhibit

materials for the public

PREPARATION SPACE

LIBRARY SPACE

secluded space where artwork can be

may include semi-private space for col-

prepared or assembled for exhibition,

lections of books and printed materials

exhibition materials can be created, and

as well as the incorporation of research

display furniture can be readied

materials into the public exhibition spaces

2848 SQ. FT.

1208 SQ. FT.

18%

21%

14%

to PRESERVE

to MARKET

TO BE A THIRD PLACE

VAULT SPACE

ART MARKET SPACE (INTERIOR)

NEUTRAL SPACE WITH ACCESSIBILITY

a security-enabled space where collec-

a space where artworks for sale can be

a space that is not necessarily separate

tions are kept a temperature and humidity-

displayed in a well-curated environment

from exhibit, but without an overwhelming

controlled environment in an orientation

conducive to the organizational goals of

agenda in movement or other engage-

facilitating their preservation

the museum but supportive of the artist as

ment, that can be used by all attendees

an individual
STAFF WORK SPACES

EXTERIOR GATHERING SPACE

individual work areas for staff housing

ART MARKET SPACE (EXTERIOR)

a space that is accessible during a broad

their necessary equipment and files

temporary space, tbd.

range of hours may best be an outdoor
space adjacent to, and related to, the

STORAGE
for exhibit furniture, printed materials,
communal equipment, etc.
MECHANICAL

1812 SQ. FT.

exhibition space
RESTROOMS

1208 SQ. FT.

1553 SQ. FT.
PROGRAM
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adjacencies

to exhibit
to collect + preserve
to educate + interpret
to market + sell
to be a third space

adjacencies

MUSEUM AND GALLERY FUNCTIONS
The market will house two competing programs: a

while that is the primary function of the gallery. By

museum program which celebrates the collection of

necessity, the overlap of these two functions will need

artistic works, and the gallery program, which markets

to be exploited, and the collections of the museum

artistic works for sale to the community. This poses a

designed to minimize the conflict.

conflict of interest: the museum cannot dictate value,
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farther from central gathering, more intimate

800

1, 3, 5

h

m
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Relationship with long-term, more public

3 preparation

150

1,2

l

l

h

y

n

staff use

4 meeting space

200

8, 13

l

h

m

y

n

staff and selected public use, semi-private

508

1, 2,
13

h

h

l

y

n

multiple locations, very public

6 library

500

1, 2, 8

m

l

m

n

y

both integrated with exhibits and separate

7 VAULT

500

1, 8

l

l

h

y

y

Fully private, humidity and security equip.

603

4, 7, 9

l

m

h

y

y

three person, close to vault

9 STORAGE

450

7, 8

l

l

h

n

n

integrated with staff offices

10

ART MARKET (INTERIOR)

1200

2, 13

h

h

l

n

n

self-marketing, very public

11

ART MARKET (EXTERIOR)

500

10, 14

h

h

l

y

n

‘pop-up’ spaces, temporary + public

12

STORAGE

112

10, 11

l

l

h

n

n

for sales use

13

reception

200

2, 5,
15

h

h

l

n

n

integrated with orientation, staffed

14

EXTERIOR GATHERING

600

5, 13

h

h

l

y

n

speaks to interior gathering

15

RESTROOMS

408

13

m

m

h

y

y

staff/public

8 STAFF WORK

1208
1553

5 visitor orientation

1812

2 exhibition (short-term)

2848

1900

1208

exhibit
educate
PRESERVE
MARKET
3rd
place

1 exhibition (long-term)
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collections

WHAT DEFINES FOLK ART?
The term “folk art” describes decorative or utilitarian

liberally in paint, or elaborate and forceful carvings are

objects created outside the realm of fine art training.

commonplace, allowing the objects to standout against

Folk art is unique to a specific place or culture because

the busy backdrop of home life. Coupled with overlap

it exists outside the bounds of formal tutelage. Its legacy

in programmatic considerations, the opportunity exists

is handed down from generation to generation, but

for this design to be loud in form and character in a

is becoming lost as an outsider tradition as modern

way that would be distracting for a fine art museum.

communication and industrialization outweigh the power

Display will also reflect, at least in dimension, the way in

of local influences (American Folk Art Museum 2012).

which these objects were traditionally displayed in and

As an opposing force, a museum of folk art has the

around the home. The collections would mirror those

opportunity to inspire Petersburg as a community through

developed for the Museum of the Shenendoah Valley,

artifacts from its own makers. Folk art is a tradition of

located in Wincester, VA. Objects akin to those desired

works crafted for the home - intended to be shown

for inclusion in the Petersburg museum’s collections are

in the residential environment. Bright colors applied

shown at right.

Attributed to Johannes Spitler
Small Chest
c. 1800
Origin: Shenandoah County, Virginia
Paint on yellow pine, poplar, and white pine, with metal
and wrought iron hardware
18 1/4 x 32 5/8 x 13 3/4”
American Folk Art Museum, Gift of Ralph Esmerian

Artist unidentified
Fancy-Weave Doublecloth Coverlet: Snowflake Medallion with
Hemfield Railroad Border
1850-1857
Origin: Possibly West Virginia or Pennsylvania
Wool and cotton
90 1/4 x 81”
American Folk Art Museum, Gift of Stephen L. Snow

Artist unidentified
Key Basket
c. 1830-1860
Origin: Probably Richmond, Virginia, or vicinity
Stained leather
7 3/8 x 7 13/16 x 6 5/8”
American Folk Art Museum, Promised gift of Ralph Esmerian
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concept

ORGANIZER

THE TRADITIONAL, THE NEW AND THE INTERLOPER
This project, like my manifesto, is essentially comprised

The shed will be reborn as an exterior space that

of three parts. For the relationship of the lantern to

references the historical foundation of the project while

the brick walls, the walls become an extension of the

transcending its limitations at the same time. The shed

ground itself, forming a unified mass from which the

will have a much greater relationship to the lantern,

lantern pushes upwards. The lantern also acts like the

and will minimize the effects of the brick walls. The

spider, where the legs allow for that push upwards,

third space literally and metaphorically acts as an

transcend the outer walls, and allow for the interaction

interloper between these two things, providing tension,

between the interior and exterior environments. The

release, movement and play.

legs will form the foundation of the exterior design work.

The relationship of the
proportions of the old, new
and interloper as prescribed in
the market building and rebuilt
adjacent shed.
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Diagram of how the interloper
might act on the infill to create
a void for 3rd Space.

Lantern becomes like a
spider whose legs are
bound by the exterior walls.

Lantern becomes like
a spider, extending its
legs beyond the shell
of the building.

The marriage of the geometry
of the lantern and the
extending legs of the building,
guided by a regular geometry.
CONCEPT
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Diagrams of the
relationship of the three
parts of the concept to the
sections of the program.
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strategies

pattern

INTERPRETING THE EXISTING GEOMETRY
The existing geometry of the building is a dominant

lantern into the mezzanine level, and also because it

force. It is necessary that the design interventions

provides the necessary density for the physical support

respect this geometry, but reinterpret it as a platform

of the mezzanine structure. The angles included suggest

for new exploration. Certain angles within the existing

arrows that predominately point towards the center core

scheme cannot help but be recognized: 45º, 60º and

of the building, but also suggest movement outward

22.5º. A variety of explorations with the inclusion of

towards the surrounding square. The pattern later

these angles led to the design pictured at right, which

became a mechanism for devising the “meandering

became the steel foundation of the mezzanine level.

envelope” of the first floor galleries, while allowing the

This angle was chosen because it mimics the angle

mezzanine to float off of the exterior walls.

of the roofline, bringing a physical componant of the

Pattern studies that interpret
existing geometry as well as
push towards and away from
the center core.
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Pattern study discussing overlap of
geometry and program

Pattern study discussing overlap of
geometry and program
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Pattern study discussing overlap of
geometry and program

Pattern study discussing overlap of
geometry and program
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SCREEN

BALANCING EXISTING CONDITIONS
The existing window design of the City Market shelters

the light at the mezzanine level into the short-term

the interior from direct light at the first-floor level, but

exhibition space. Logistically, it is necessary to place

allows for a great inflood of light at the mezzanine

both the long and short-term exhibition spaces in the

and cupola levels. The light that decends from the

southwest quadrant of the building, however these

cupola travels unobstructed around the perimeter of

conditions are hazardous to the preservation of the

the building, engaging occupants with the passage

collections. A screen system was developed to lessen

of time (shown right). This phenomenon supports the

the amount of light allowed inside which mimics the

design goals by promoting engagement with time in

size and shape of the exterior Romanesque panels,

a greater context of history and heritage. The design

while playing with scale. The screens also play with

interventions need not interfere with this existing

ideas of protection of the collections and the transition

condition, but instead must focus on the strength of

from first to second levels.

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM
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Left: The light effects of both
the mezzanine level windows
and the cupola windows on a
study model of the mezzanine
build-out of the pattern shown
on page 105.

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM
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Light sketches desicribing
the desired mediation
of an additional screen
or intervention.

A screen was developed to
bring in a visual that replicates
the wood panels on the exterior
of the building.
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envelope

PRECEDENT IN ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE
The strong octagonal geometry of the City Market

spaces that are differentially oriented towards and

poses some interesting dilemnas in dividing the space

exposed to the sun path and airflow direction

that have a extensive precident in Islamic architecture,

over time. This organisation and modulation of

particularly in the geometric designs of kiosks. By

a heterogeneous space enables the migration of

manipulating width, depth and pull of the exterior

activities according to choice and preference of

walls, generations of builders have created 3rd

the inhabitants.” (2010)

spaces for community congregation that have sensitive
thresholds allowing for smooth transition from interior
to exterior. Architects and authors Michael and Defne
Hensel describe how this strategy appears in both the
Yerevan Kiosk and the Baghdad Kiosk:
“The meandering envelopes of both kiosks result
in a succession of adjacent exterior and interior

This “meandering envelope” became the philosophy
by which the first floor is divided to allow for both the
private space within the galleries and staff areas, and
the public space at the center core of the building.
The transitions are made as slices into the projections
from the exterior walls.
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convergence

IDEAS COME TOGETHER
The diagrams above represent the desire to migrate the

suggest a continuation of experience through both

place of movement (stair) into the cupola away from

the south entry and north exit points. The diagram at

the center building, create density in gathering space

right describes how that “meandering” occurs to push

out the rear of the building towards the northeast, and

and pull community gathering space through the core

shelter the building from engagement along the west.

of the building. The diagram also describes how the

The “meandering envelope” becomes the method by

interloper engages the core of the building to create

which movement is condensed and expanded along

the perimeter of the mezzanine level.

the central core to create 3rd place internally and
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MANIFESTATION

THE BIG SHOW

AT THE ANDERSON GALLERY
This section details the final interation of the design as
displayed during the thesis show, “Turning the Corner,”
on view April 19-28, 2013. The following panels
(shown on display above) describe how the concept
and subsequent strategies appear in the manifestation
of the design.

DECONSTRUCTED

EXHIBITION MODELS
The following are details of two models included in the

center core. The detail model shows two wedges of the

exhibition: a site model at 3/16”=1’ and a detail model

octagon and how pattern manifests in the structure of the

at 3/8”=1’. The site model is split along the north-south

mezzanine. The detail model also describes the window

axis to show how movement is created through the

screens and how light is suppressed.
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CONCLUSION

A HOUSE TO HOUSE...
This is a project that endeavours to build on the idea

housed and dispensed, in a renewable action. By

of what a museum is, as a “house to house the muses,”

using 3rd Space theory and seeking precident in works

and become a hybrid model where the power of the

that both house and dispense the muses, this design

muses is interpreted as community action. The museum

creates a place that feels continually engaged and

can then be a terminal, of sorts, where inspiration is

accessible to the community.
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